NEWs & EVENTS

ALL
NEWS
EVENTS

from - to
23 apr 2020 - 23 apr 2020

reclaim public space! - in situ act
conference in brussels

posted on
26 feb 2020

australia | 2021 1st
indian ocean craft
triennial in
development

posted on
24 feb 2020

culture360.asef.org | Media partnerships
2020 announced

from - to
07 mar 2020 - 07 mar 2020

workshop | art+feminism:
wikipedia edit-a-thon
2020

posted on
19 feb 2020

asia art archive
online resources

posted on
18 feb 2020

capitals and cities of
culture in 2020

posted on
15 jan 2020

new exciting
exhibitions at the
manggha museum | poland

posted on
15 jan 2020

help us improve your experience with culture360.asef.org! take our 50 seconds survey!
EVENTS
ASIA  INDIA

FROM: TO
11 FEB 2020 - 21 FEB 2020

Grenoble | EXPERIMENTA 2020 Biennale Arts Sciences

NEWS
RUSSIAN FEDERATION

POSTED ON
27 DEC 2019

Training and Lifelong Learning for Music Professionals - online resources

NEWS
EUROPE

POSTED ON
27 DEC 2019

Getty Travel Grants to Attend ICOM-CC's Triennial Conference

NEWS
ASIA  CHINA

BY
JORDI BALTÀ PORTOLÉS
20 DEC 2019

Getty Travel Grants to Attend ICOM-CC's Triennial Conference
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